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	Create high quality concrete5 themes using practical recipes and responsive techniques to make it mobile-ready


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with the concrete5 architecture.
	
		Learn how to create a concrete5 theme.
	
		Discover how to make a theme responsive to improve it for small devices.



	In Detail


	Creating a concrete5 theme isn't complicated if there's already a HTML document. There are only very few PHP functions you'll have to add, but those are powerful and give you a lot of freedom. As you'll learn to create mobile ready themes, you'll start to see that there's almost no limit in what you can do.


	"Creating Concrete5 Themes" is a practical, hands-on guide that provides you with a number of examples that will teach you how to create powerful concrete5 themes, change the look of content block elements, and even make your site ready for mobile devices.


	"Creating Concrete5 Themes" starts with a few words about the editing concept and architecture of concrete5 and then continues with the creation of a basic theme which gets extended with more and more elements until the theme is mobile ready.


	You will learn where to find the information necessary to get your own concrete5 site and then get a quick introduction to understand the idea of the in-site editing concept. We’ll then create a theme which is extended with features and more details as we progress. You'll also see some examples to show you the process of overriding elements from the core without losing the ability to upgrade concrete5 in the future. Once we've customized every element in concrete5 to build a complete theme, we'll have a look at responsive techniques to make your site ready for small screen devices such as mobile phones and tablets.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Learn how to create a concrete5 theme.
	
		Understand what it means to create a responsive site.
	
		Use multiple image sources to display high quality pictures on retina displays.
	
		Override core elements like the login and 404 page without losing the ability to upgrade concrete5.
	
		Change the look of concrete5 blocks to make them match with the rest of the site.
	
		Learn how to embed dynamic elements in the theme template to avoid accidental modifications.
	
		Change the behavior of the content to make its content visible in a modal dialog box.
	
		Create a background picture that scales with the size of the browser window and can be changed in the user interface.



	Approach


	Practical guide to create Concrete5 themes


	Who this book is written for


	This book is great for theme developers new to concrete5 who are looking to use their experience in HTML and CSS to create high quality themes for concrete5. It's assumed that you have worked with HTML before and can also read code as you'll see some basic PHP and JavaScript code. There are a few words about using concrete5, but you're expected to spend a bit of time on your own to get familiar with the concrete5 interface by yourself and by reading some of the articles listed in the book. Readers are expected to have the ability to set up their own concrete5 site, but basic information about the installation and links to follow up are provided though.
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Linux Shell Scripting with BashSams Publishing, 2004
With the proliferation of Linux as both a server and desktop operating system, users are looking for more advanced methods of getting up and running quickly and efficiently solving problems. The most powerful way of achieving this is to employ the command line interface known as the shell. Bash, the Bourne Again Shell, is the most popular Linux...
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Network VirtualizationCisco Press, 2006
Share network resources and reduce costs while providing secure network services to diverse user communities

	
    Presents the business drivers for network virtualization and the major challenges facing network designers today

    
	
    Shows how to use...
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Pattern Recognition and Image Preprocessing (Electrical and Computer Engineering)Marcel Dekker Inc, 1991

	This book is based in part on my earlier work. Pattern Recognition: Applications to Large Data-Set Problems, published by Marcel Dekker: Inc. in 1984. It was originally intended that this volume be a second editon of that work. However, due to the tremendous
	amount of material added it seemed that a new title. Pattern Recognition...
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Robot Vision: Strategies, Algorithms and Motion PlanningNova Press, 2009

	The field of robot vision guidance is developing rapidly. The benefits of sophisticated vision technology include savings, improved quality, reliability, safety and productivity. Robot vision is used for part identification and navigation. Vision applications generally deal with finding a part and orienting it for robotic handling or...
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Oracle BAM 11gR1 HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	An integral component of Oracle SOA and BPM Suite, Oracle BAM Business

	Activity Monitoring (BAM) ultimately empowers business executives to react

	quickly to the changing business situations. BAM enables business service and

	process monitoring through real-time data streaming and operational reports,

	and this book helps you to...
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BeagleBone Cookbook: Software and Hardware Problems and SolutionsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		BeagleBone is an inexpensive web server, Linux desktop, and electronics hub that includes all the tools you need to create your own projects—whether it’s robotics, gaming, drones, or software-defined radio. If you’re new to BeagleBone Black, or want to explore more of its capabilities, this cookbook provides scores...
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